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Welcome to our new students.
Each year the campus community prepares for the arrival of a substantial number
of new students. The faculty, Associated Student Body officers, administrators ari
staff make plans to welcome and assimilate over 1000 eager new arrivals. It is m
hope and desire that there will be a happy and fruitful blending of our plans an
your aspirations and that, as a result, you will have a genuinely worthwhile educa
tional experience at California State College, San Bernardino.
in addition to a beautiful campus with excellent facilities, you will discover that
the faculty is first-rate. The members of this faculty are highly qualified and
dedicated to providing you with a fine education. Take advantage of this oppor
tunity for, in the final analysis, you can only acquire ideas, knowledge, values and
attitudes by your own efforts. The faculty will do its part but you must also do yours.;
Finally, there are facilities and staff prepared to assist you in pursuit of enriching,
experiences in areas other than the curricular offerings as well. The new Creative'
Arts Building and the new Student Union as well as the physical education complex
enable you to participate in cultural, social and recreational activities. Don't
overlook them. The Associated Student Body welcomes you to get involved in stu
dent government and in a myraid of other pursuits.
Welcome to all of you.

5500 State College
Parkway
San Bernardino, Ca.
^?A07

(714) 887-7497

The PawPrint published every
Tuesday except holiday weeks,
final exam weeks, and duriny
quarter breaks by the Associated
Student Body of California State
College. San Bernardino. Offices
are located in the Physical Sciences
Building, Room 22, at 5500 State
College Parkway, San Bernardino.
CaliforniaAll opinions expressed, including
editorials, are those of the author
and do-not necessarily represent
the views of the PawPrint, the
Associated Student Body, the ad
ministration of CSCSB. or the Of
fice of the Chancelor.
Advertising requests should be
directed to the Business Manager.
While the PawPrint will make
every effort to accept only reliable
advertising, we will not be respon
sible to the public for adver
tisements.
Advertising deadlines are as
follows: block ads - Wednesday,
two weeks prior to publication. Full
page and insert advertisers should
call as early as possible to reserve
space and issue.
Copy deadlines: Articles sub
mitted by campus departments,
clubs, offices; Potpourri contribu
tions; Reader's Forum and Answer
Box; any miscellaneous articles
must be received by Wednesday
noon, two weeks prior to publica
tion. Ail copy must be typewritten,
double spaced. Special copy paper
will be provided on request.
Note: Potpourri contributors
should contact the PawPrint o^ice
i
for length limitations.
Reader's Forum contributions
must not excede two typewritten
pages, double spaced, on 60 space
lines. All letters must be signed but
names will be withheld on request.
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John M. Pfau
President
California State College
San Bernardino, California
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Dear Students,
Welcome to California State College, San Bernardino. Whether you arc a new
or returning student, I hope you will take advantage of the many things a small col
lege has to offer.
This is going to be a landmark year for Cal State. On of the highlights will be the
opening of the new Student Union facility, which will dc much to provide the cam
pus with a greater sense of community. In addition to the lounge, snack areas, and
game rooms, the Union will also house the student government offices, the student
newspaper offices, and conference and meeting rooms for campus organizations.
The Union should be open by early November.
The student government is supported entirely by fees which you, the student,
pay. During my tenure as Associated Student Body President, the one thing we will
try and strive for is openness and responsiveness in government. Each of us work
ing in A.S.B. want to serve you. Fundamentally, what we are, is students working
for students. So do not hesitate to let us work for you.

PawPrint Staff
Sydneye Moser-James
Editor in Chief

Sincerely yours,

Kerry Larkin
Associate Editor
Tim Hamre
Business Manager
,

^

Kerry Kugelman
Photo Editor

Phoio by Kerry Kugdman

Kevin R. Gallagher,
1977-78 A.S.B. Presideiit
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Women In Science
Women who are freshman
or sophomores in college this
fall will have an opportunity to
explore the roles of women in
science during a special
workshop at Cal State, San
Bernardino Oct. 21-22.
Applications will be accepted
through Oct. 5 from women in
10 community colleges and
five colleges/universities in the
area, announced Florence
Weiser, project coordinator.
The workshop is funded by
the National Science Founda
tion and there is no charge to
the 175 students, except for
thdr transportation to the col
lege.. Overnight lodging will
also be provided.
The workshop, as planned
by a committee of Cal State
faculty and administrators, will
endeavor to meet three proUems: the lack of role models,
sex stereotyping and lack of in
formation for young women.
"The attitudes of society still
tend to put women into certain
molds," say the planners.
"Young women gradually learn
that somehow it is not quite
suitable to commit themselves
to a scientific career. They
learn to think of themselves as
less proficient than men in this
area."

For the purpose of this
workshop, the "sciences" have
been defined as the behavioral
sciences, the natural sciences,
the physical sciences and the
social sciences. Women invited
to discuss their careers and life
styles will come from the fields
of anthropology, biology,
chemistry, engineering, health
science, mathemaics, physics,
political science, psychology
and sociology.
The keynote speaker will be
a noted woman endocrino
logist, Dr. Estelle R. Ramey,
from the Georgetown Universi
ty Medical School.
In addition to mOre than 150
articles in scientific journals and
two books, Dr. Ramey has
written for McCalls, the
Readers Digest, Ms magazine
and Harper's. Her topics have
included "The Fragility of the
Male Sex," "Male Cycles —
They have Them Too" and
"Boredom, the Most Destruc
tive Disease."
Dr. Ramey also has devoted
considerable effort to the
women's rights movement,
which she characterizes as "a
facet of the endleSs struggle for
human development."
In providing role models for
the freshmen and sophomores,

the workshop will invlove
women from a variety of scien
tific careers, both academic and
non-academic, women of dif
ferent levels of advancement.
The students will have an
opportunity to examine their
own attitudes and how they
evolved, said Mrs. Weiser, who
is a chemist and assistant dean
of academic administration at
Cal State.
Concrete information on a
variety of career options, job
opportunities and legislation on
women's rights will be provided
during the two days.
The NSF funding provides
for 175 women students and
15 counselors or faculty from
the participating colleges,
which are: Cal Poly, Pomona,
La Sierra College of Loma Linda
University, University of Redlands, UC, Riverside, Califor
nia Baptist College, San Ber
nardino Valley College, Crafton Hills College, Chaffey Col
lege, Riverside City. College,
Barstow College, Mt. San
Jacinto College, Mt. San An
tonio College, Palo Verde Col
lege, College of the Desert and
Victor Vdley College.
Application forms are
available from the counseling
offices at these colleges or from

i

makers, miners and others; "At
School" gives a memorable
glimpse of school children and
school houses; "At Home" and
"Family Album" offer a gallery
of faces and families in
domestic settings; while "Tak
ing Jt Easy" reminds us that in
spite of hardship and labor, the
frontiersman found time to
relax. Finally, a section on
"Picture Taking" introduces
some of the men whose per

the Office of Continuing
Education at Cal State, San
Bernardino.
Applications generally will be
accepted on a first-come basis,
although consideration will be
given to representation from all
colleges, spread of student in

in

Photo Exhibit
f "Photographing The Fronfc," an exhibition from the
Imithsonian Institution Travel* ng Exhibition Service, will be
m display on the first and
. ourth floors of the CSCSB
.ibrary October 1-30.
The intent of the exhibition is
bring before the public a
lely unpublished treasure of
ihotographers of the Americar.
tier at the end of the ninenth and the beginning of the
^entieth century.
Virtually everything that
defined frontier existence in the
American Southwest and Nordiwest is represented in the
more than 100 photograph,
that make up this exhibition.
The photographs are grouped
thematically, "The View" sug^gests the variety and nobility of
•<lthc landscape; "Getting
ground" pictures transportaTion by land and water; "The
i Unforeseen" includes train ac1 cidents and a flood; "In Town"
shows Main Street banks and
billiard halls, harness shops and
hotels.
t,"
At Work" extensively
harvesters,
surveys
hopkeepers, bakers, broom

Dr. Florence Weiser

sistence in the face of less-thanideal circumstances made the
present exhibition possible!
The exhibition was research
ed and written by Eugene
Ostroff, Curator of Photo
graphy at the National Museum
of History and Technology,
Smithsonian Institution. Mr.
Ostroff traveled extensively in
-the West selecting these images
from public and private collec
tions.

Library Tours
During the second week of the Fall Quarter, the Library will be
hosting a series of tours for new students and for returning
students who may want to reacquaint themselves with the
Library. The tours will aim to present a general overview of the
Library and its collections with emphasis on the particular interests
of.the people on the tour.
Tours will begin at the Reference Desk on the first floor of the*
Library at 9, 11, 1, 3 and 5 on Tuesday October 4 and Wednes
day October 5. Students who cannot make any of the scheduled
tours are invited to call extensions 7335 or 7601 to schedule per
sonal toUrs at a more convenient time.
The Library doesn't guarantee a 4.0 GPA for students who use
its facilities, but a familiarity with information sources can't help
but make study easier and more effective!

terest in the various fields, par*ticipation by minority students
and by older returning
students.
"We want to let women
know that they do have choices
in their lives," Dean Weiser
said.

y

Add/Drop
The last day to drop classes
without it reflecting upon the
students record will be Oct. 19.
The Admissions office needs
drops to be done by the above
date, or it will be on your
record.

Monographic
Publications
An exhibit of monographic
publications by current CSCSB
Faculty will be on display on
the first floor of the Library
from September 29 through
October 27. Some fifty-five
publications in such diverse
fields as children's literature,
rock music, science fiction,
revolution, mathematics,
biology, history and anthro
pology are included.

Non-smokers
For those students who do
not smoke, the Commons will
be reserving about 20% of its
tables for a non-smoking sec
tion. This section will be
marked off to plainly show that

smoking is prohibited in that
area.
Those students who eat
regularly in the Commons
(besides the dormies) will be
able to receive a discount by
purchasing a meal ticket. The
meal ticket will be good for a
total of eleven dollars of food
and may be purchased for ten
dollars. When the PawPrint
went to press, the Commons
had not yet set a date for when
the meal tickets will go on sale.
(When they do go on sale, it
will be announced in the

PawPrint

Nutshell
"Nutshell" magazine, a na
tional magazine which is
published annueilly for college
students, is available in the Ac
tivities Office (SS-143). The
maaazine is free to all students.

hreebie
When you vote in the up
coming A.S.B. elections, hang
onto that ballot stub! Through
an agreement reached by the
A.S.B. and the Commons,
students will receive a free ice
cream cone in exchange for a
valid voting stub.

4
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Job Hunting
Students who currently hold
senior status and are not as yet
registered with the Career
Planning and Placement
Center are encouraged to do
so. The Placement Office is
located in the Student Services
Building, Room 122. An ap
pointment to register may be
made with Mrs. Marge Watson,
Department Secretary, either
in person or by phone
(887-7551). No fee is charged
to register.
Several ot the services which
are available through the Place
ment Office include: job an
nouncement postings (located
on the Career Employment

cooperation with the Counsel
ing and Testing Office), advise
ment on job.interview techni
ques, assistance in resume
writing, scheduling of campus
recruiters, placement file ser
vice, and Graduate School
Reference service. Additional
ly, JOB NEWS, a newsletter
published approximately two
times per month during the
academic school year, is sent to
Board just outside the Place
ment Office), career advise
ment and counseling (in
registrants seeking positions in
Business, Industry or Govern
ment. Two separate telephone
tapes are also available to

placement registrants — one
for those seeking positions in
the teaching profession.
The Center has recently
moved the Career Resource
Library previously located in
SS-117. It is now situated in
SS-122. This area includes upto-date brochures, pamphlets
and catalogs on a variety of
businesses, industries and
government agencies. You
need not be a senior or cur
rently registered student with
the Placement Office to use this
facility. We encourage
underclassmen to also visit this
area to begin investigating
various career opportunities
available to them.

Student Discrimination
In an important test of its
strength this year, AB 1032,
legislation prohibiting landlords
from, discriminating against
students, swept through the
Senate Committee on Local
Government last Monday by a
vote of 5 to 1. Those voting for
the measure were: Senators
Ayala (D-Los Angeles), Bever
ly (R-Los Angeles), Holden
(D-Los Angeles), Vuich
(D-Frcsno), and Marks (R-San
Francisco). Senator Nimmo of
San Luis Obispo and Monterey
counties cast the only NO
votes.
After the vote Scott P.
Plotkin, Legislative Advocate

for the California State Univer
sity and Colleges Student
Presidents
Association
(CSUCSPA), reiterated a com
ment that he made to the -0'T>mittee. "We are pursuing ihis
legislation because we can
demonstrate that wide-spread
discrimination based on stu
dent status does indeed exist.
Typically, the actions of- a
minority number of students
result in the stereotyping of
all." "As a result," Plotkin con
tinued, "students are singled
-out as a special sub-class of
citizen; Students are an iden
tifiable group that are
discriminated against."

Teacher Exams
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY. Students completing teacher
preparation programs and advanced degree candidates in specific
fields may take the National Teacher Examinations on any of
three different test dates in 1977-78. Educational Testing Service,
the non-profit, educational organization that administers this
testing program, said today that the tests will be ^iven November
12. 1977, February 18. 1978, and July 15, 1978, at nearly 400
locations throughout the United States.
Results of the National Teacher Examinations are considered
by many large school districts as one of several factors in the selec
tion of new teachers and used by several states for the credentialling of teachers or licensing of advanced candidates. Some col
leges require all seniors preparing to teach to take the cxaminations.
On each full day of testing, registrants may take the Common
Examinahons, which measure their professional preparation and
general educational background, and/or an Area Examination
that measures their mastery of the subject they expect to teach.
Prospective registrants should contact the school systems in
which they seek employment,- their colleges, or appropriate
educational association for advice about which examinations to
take and when to take them.
The Bulletin of Information for Candidates contains a list of
test centers and general information about the examinations, as
well as a registration form. Copies may be obtained from college
placement officers, school personnel departments, or directly
from National Teacher Examinations, Box 911, Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

In additional testimony
before the committee, Plotkin
reported that a number of stu
dent elections last spring in
cluded ballots asking students
to report if they had ever been
discriminated against solely on
the basis of being a student.
Those campuses participating
in the referendum were from
the north and the south, and
were urban and rural. The
results showed that on every
campus 20-50% of the
students who had sought off
campus housing , h:-d been
discriminated against solely on
the basis of their student status.
Senator Beverly (R-Los
Angeles) commented that he
usually uses two criteria in
evaluating the merits of a bill
such as AB 1032. "I want to
know if the discrimination is ar
bitrary, and if evidence exists to
show that it is wide spread and
reflects the problems of an
identifiable group." The
Senator was satisfied that both
criteria had been fulfilled as a
result joined the other
members of the committee in
supporting the bill.
The next step for AB 1032 is
passage by the Senate Com
mittee on Finance where the
bill will be heard in January.
"During the fall recess," said
Plotkin, "we will be working
very hard to convince all of the
members of the Senate Com
mittee on Finance that there is
-arbitrary discrimination against
students in housing and that we
can provide the documentation
to support our view." Plotkin
also urged students who have
faced discrimination in housing
to contact his office in
Sacramento or their local
Associated Students govern
ment office to file a formal
complaint.

Pennario
in Concert
Pianist Leonard Pennario,
internationally known concert
artist and guest performer with
famous symphony orchestras,
will be at Gal State, San Ber
nardino on Friday, Oct. 14.
The celebrated artist is being
brought -to campus to launch
the year-long dedication of the
Creative Arts Building, annouced President John M.
Pfau.
Pennario will be present^ in •
two concerts. The hour-long
special performance at noon
will be open only to the campus
community — students, faculty
and staff. The cost will be $1
per person and no one may
purchase more than one ticket.
The evening concert, at 8
p.m., will be a benefit for the
music and drama scholarship
fund. All seats will be $10.
Seating added to the wings
of the stage, with the consent
of the artist, will increase the
capacity of the Recital Hall in
the Creative Arts Building to
288.
Tickets for the noon concert
will be sold from the, music
department office in the
Creative Arts Building. The
bulk will be reserved for
students. Student tickets will go
on. sale at noon, Monday, Oct.
3. Tickets for faculty and staff
will become available at noon.

Monday Oct. 10. Any ticke
remaining on Thursday, Od
13 will be available to bot
groups.
Both students and err
ployees must present their cu
rent college l.D. cards to secut
a single ticket. For student
"current" means fall quarter c
1977.
No advance reservations wi
be accepted for the noon cor
cert. Music department offic
hours in the new building are
a.m. to noon and 1 to 4:3*
p.m.
Tickets for the evening con
cert, which will be followed bjj
a reception hosted by the Ar;
rowhead Allied Arts Council!
are available at the President'^
office in the Administratis
Building. They are available hj
the community as weH as tH
campus. The two perforj
mances will not be identical. \
Pennario's concert is beini
funded by the President's Cli#
with other gifts from tW
A.S.B., civic leaders and Iocs
business firms.
j
Other events continuini
throughout the year will ire
augurate the new Theatre fd
the drama department and wtt
continue to demonstrate tht
facilities now available to C^
State students and faculty ^
the new Creative Arts Building.
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Help for Dorm Residents
Personal problems as well as
academic will come to the at
tention of Hector Guzman of
Fillmore in his new position in
the California State College,
San Bernardino residence
halls.
Guzman is one of eight
students who will serve as
house resource persons, one
assigned to each-of the dorms.
Also known as advisorssupervisors, the H. R.s are
carefully chosen for their ability
to be friend and helper as well
as rules enforcer for the rest of
the residents.
While his new position starts
officially this fall, Guzman was
asked to fill in temporarily for
two weeks last spring.
He called a meeting and ex
plained that his door was open
to all of the residents and they
were welcome to come in and
talk at any time. He meant that
literally. He left his door open.
He also outlined the fact that
he might be called on to en
force rules, both those of the
^ate ^nd college and also the
regulations adopted by the

students for their dorm.
Several of those who knocked
on the open door wanted to
talk about boy-girl problems.
More serious problems can
be referred to the college's
Counseling Center. The house
resource persons inform
students about the variety of
available services such as finan
cial aid and job placement and
free tutoring in the Learning
Lab.
The Cal State dorms are
unusual; each holds a max
imum of 50 students, with ten
to a wing. They were planned
to give the residents a feeling of
living in a house, rather than a
hotel, and to provide oppor
tunities to become acquainted
with each other.
A recreational area has a
swimming pool, sand volleyball
court and barbecue. The
H. R.s help plan the other ac
tivities offered the residents.
Guzman was a 1972 grad
uate of Fillmore High School,
serving as president in his
senior year. While there he

played varsity football, basket
ball and baseball.

He graduated from Cal Poly,
Pomona in 1976, entering
graduate school at Cal State,
San Bernardino the following
October. He is working toward
a M.A. in education with em
phasis in counseling.
His experience with counsel
ing has been enhanced by a job
as counselor with the college
Educational Opportunity Pro
gram this past year.
During the summer he
supervised sophomore and
juniof high school students
who lived in the dorms for six
weeks and studied high school
subjects in which they needed
assistance.
At Cal State, Guzman still
enjoys basketball, football and
Softball, competing in games
between on-campus teams. He
also plays tennis.
Cal State, which appeals to
students who enjoy small
classes and a close relationship
with their professors, will start
its fall quarter September. 26.
The 4000-student college ac
cepts applications up until
registration day.
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PLEASE
CALL OR
COME BY
OUR LICENSED
MEDICAL
FACILITY
£ A.M. to 8 P.M.

Pioneer Plasma Cenler
588 W. 6th St. SB
883-414^

"'M*A»S*H'oii wheels!

99

N.Y. Dally News

RAQUEL
WELCH

BILL
COSBY

HARVEY
KEITEL

by Kany Ku^vlRwn

Hector Guzman Housing Resource Person.
A
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E.O.P. Has Duel Focus
Cal State, San Bernardino
has been actively recruiting
students for its Educational Op
portunity Program fEOP). The
EOP program has a dual focus.
First, is to provide special op
portunities to enter college for
students who would not other
wise qualify. The second is to
provide a more comprehensive
program of counseling and
tutoring for those students.
The EOP program — open
both to freshmen and com
munity college transfers — pro
vides special educational op
portunities for students from
disadvantaged backgrounds
who are not eligible for admis
sion under the usual entrance
requirements but have poten
tial for success in college.
For the fall quarter, Cal State
received approximately 140
grants for first-time EOP
students. The grants vary from
$200 to $1000 per year and

average approximately $700
per student.
The amount of financial aid
given to an EOP student is based
on the economic situation of
the family, and are to be used
for college fees, books and
other expenses incurred during
the school year. If a student
needs more than the $1000
maximum available through
the state grants, more assis
tance In the form of grants, jobs
and loans,can be arranged.
Financial aid "packages" can
be worked out to cover the
costs of living in the residence
halls on campus, Dr. Rivera
said.
Financial aid is only one part
of the EOP prograrn. (In fact,
, some EOP students do not re
quire the state grants.)
Special counseling plus
tutoring in all subjects are vital
aspects of the program too. All
new students are required to'
have two hours per week of

PETER VATEs''.~i TON UANKICWICZ

TOM SUNKimCZ

PETER YATES

STEPHEN HAHCS^TOM MANKIEWKZ

* coLoaeTOf LuiE*

[FGjnniTa mm mm^
personalized tutoring. More
tirne is available as they need
and want it.
This year the EOP program
will have a full-time counselor,
Jean Peacock, who is com
pleting a master's degree in
counseling at Cal State this
year. She will be assisted by
four student counselors, who
are seniors or graduate
students at the college.
In addition to this a reading
specialist, Rosemary Binney,
will work with the students to
improve their reading and
writing skills. A special course
has been developed for EOP
students to help them develop
better study skills in areas such
as note-taking, test-taking, use
of library* and management of
their time.
"The Educational Oppor
tunity Program is committed to
making success possible for all
of its students," Rivera promised.

Friday, Oct. 7 6-8:30 p.m.
PS -10 Admission FREE
FILMS tNCORPORATED

Public Notice
The California State College, San Bernardino,
does not discriminate on the basis of either sex or
handicap in the educational programs or activities
it conducts. Title IX of the Education Amend
ments of 1972, as amended, and Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, and
the administrative regulations adopted under
these acts, prohibit such discrimination in educa
tional programs and activities which Include ad
mission of students as well as employment.
Questions regarding discrimination on the
basis of sex or handicap should be addressed to
one of the following persons:
Dr. James Thomas
Dean, Academic Administration
Dr. Kenton L. Monroe
'
Dean of Students
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Scientology:
! The
Expensive
Freedom
By Kerry Larkin
Scientology claims to show Man how to set himself free.
According to John Ashton, CHC student and former Scien
tology member, he felt anything but free. "I was too
scared to say no. They drove me all the way from River
side to Redlands to my bank for the necessary $90 to
join Scientology,"
Scientology claims the key to all of Man's problems is
"Understanding." combining both psychology and technologv
In 1950, L. Ron Hubbard, former science fiction and
movie script writer, founded the Church of Scientology,
with the publication of his book, "Dianetics." One of
his former wives, Sara Northrup Hubbard, told reporters
that "competent medical advisors" has pronounced her
husband "hopelessly insane."
Scientology, at this writing, has about 4 million
followers in the world, and many of these prospective
followers are approached in shopping malls and urged to
come find out about it.
Counselors, called "auditors," will audit or listen
to troubled people. They use a machine called an "Emeter .as a confessional aid in Scientology processing."
One drill which is supposed to improve "communication"
is entitled "Dear Alice." The counselor reads a portion
from Alice in Wonderland and the new member repeats itback verbatim. The counselor says, "Thank you." and the
process continues indefinitely.

(Continued next poge);

Continued from page 6)
Every unhappy experience must be "erased" with the
aid of the "E-meter" and counseling. If the "E-meter"
records a stress response to a certain area of questioning
by an examiner, the individual is then bombarded with
repetitious questioning in that stress area until a response
is no longer noted, wrote a reporter. The "Engram" or problem is
then considered erased.
Many courses are required to reach the final plateau,
"clear." Achieving this final plateau can cost as much as
$10,000 or more. Just the first course, "Communications," will
cost $90. Even though Scientology claims to be a religion,
its validity has been questioned many times. In 1963, the Food
' and Drug Administration claimed that their literature was
"labeling containing therapeutic claims charged to be
false."
Since Scientology calls itself a religion it is protected
by the Freedom of Worship clause in the first amendment
of the Constitution, and was saved from paying taxes and
from living up to licensing standards required of a profession.
But on September 12, 1977, the Church of Scientology was
denied general welfare exemptions from property taxes this fiscal
year for six of their churches, including Riverside County. A
report in the Riverside Press Enterprise states that, "The Board of
Equalizations recently sent county assessors iiistructions concern
ing the Church of Scientology which said, in part, 1n light of the
manner in which the (Scientology) churches promote and con
duct the religious trainir\g, we believe that they are operated for
profit and, hence, ineligible for the (welfare) exemption.' "
Among the fees listed by the three year old Riverside Mis
sion, the story said, were $624 for 12V2 hours of "auditing"
or pastoral counseling, and $3,00Q for 12V2 hours of "intro
spective rundown." The Mission made $1.3 million in 1976,
but ended the year with only $91,087 in net income. Listed is
the breakdown of the money spent by the Mission in Riverside
for the year 1976:
$49,542 - inter-organizational transfers
$62,459 - ads, publicity and printing
$95,715 • refunds
$8,772 - returned checks
$2,962 - commissions payable
$100,451 - fixed assets
$41,357 - "purchase for resale"
$391,835 - wages and salaries
$52,073 - telephone, cable and Telex
$18,750 - legal and professional
$59,271 - traveling and motor expenses
$25,774 - "account contras"
Ten percent of eacK mission's annual income is tithed to
the mother church, said a church official.
Scientology apparently doesn't lack for funds. They just recently purchased a hospital building in Los Angeles for
$5 million in cash, and in 1976 bought a 10-story downtown
hotel In Florida for $2.3 million to be used as a Scien
tology center.
Scientology promotional literature states, "L. Ron Hubbard has
received awards for his work from the Mayors of many cities." In
cluded are the cities of Redlands, Riverside and San Bernardino.
When the Mayor's office in Redlands was questioned about their
participation, a spokesman said, "We cannot find any written
record of an award to L. Ron Hubbard, and no one remembers
it."
The Scientology Center in Riverside reported the award
was a "Key" to the city. Mr. Jack Cummings, former Redlands
mayor said, "I have no record of it. Since it is my job to give
out awards, 1 would have remembered it. We only gave out
four that year."
The Mayor's office in Riverside was questioned on their
award, "Honorary Citizenship," to L. Ron Hubbard. Their re
house was: "A man saying he was a professor from U.C.R.
came into the office late one afternoon urgently requesting
honorary citizenship for "Three distinguished English visitors."
Asa service, the awards.were granted without checking.
The Mayor's office in San Bernardino said someone re
quested an "Ambassador of Good Will" award for L. Ron
Hubbard. It was granted, but "it is merely a token. It really
doesn't mean anything," said a representative from the mayor's
office.
In that month, September '75, Scientology received grist for
its publicity mill through such use of the government offices.
The L.A Times reported on .July 9, 1977, that the Church
of Scientology offices in Hollywood and Washington D.C. had
been raided by the FBI, looking for more than 150 documents
claimed stolen from the U.S. Courthouse in Washington in a
series of burglaries last year.
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Special Report
The FBI agents executed search warrants based primarily on
information supplied to them by a onetime high-level official
of the church who had admitted taking part in the burglaries
in May and June, 1976.
In a 33-page affidavit based on the informant's account,
the FBI indicated it suspected high officials of the church of not
only planning the burglaries, but plotting to infiltrate the IRS,
Justice Department and other agencies to steal other docu
ments, said the Times.
A Federal Grand Jury investigating possible charges of con
spiracy, obstruction of justice and theft of government property
already has convened in Washington.
Michael Meisner, the one-time national secretary of the
church, went to authorities June 20 claiming that he had been
under "house arrest" by the chun h since April but that he had
escaped, continued the Times report.
A sworn affidavit by the FBI, continued the Times, stated
"Scientology doctrine 'rei-iuires the church (to) attack and des
troy its enemies . . . and those like Meisner who leave the
church."
However, a church spokesman said the raid was "pure vin
dictive harassment." Vaiughn Young, a church spokesman,
suggested that Meisner may have been planted into the church
eis an agent provocataur, continued the Times.
The church recently filed multi-million dollar damage suits
against the government after the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion raids.
Locally, "I got out because of the fear that they were using
hyprrosis on me," said John Ashton. "I was always pressured
to be there all the time. They were so friendly when I came in.
but so unfriendly when I wanted to leave. It was the .biggest
hassle I've ever had in
li;^..^ 1 was so happy when I got out of
there."
When Ashton was asked of his opinion of the church now,
he said, "1 do not believe it is a religion, but I would say that it
is a number one rip-off though."
Allyson Lewis, a student at CHC, went to one of the free
lectures that the Church of Scientology in Riverside offers.
"I waited a long time for the lecture to start. I thought it
would be in a lecture hall or something, but it turned out to be
only seven of us attending the lecture in a small room of the
Mission," said Lewis. "A counselor came up and asked me if I
was stoned. I said no, but asked him if he was. His eyes looked
glassy."
"After the lecture I was taken into a room for a long time
and told that I was fake and had a lot of problems. I felt like
punching her out. I was really upset by the experience for a few
days after that, said Allyson. "I got the feeling that they were
trying to take control. I wouldn't recommend anyone going to
that place, unless they enjoy pain."
People who oppose Scientology, Hubbard says, are afraid
of it because a Scientologist can "find out." He adds: "The
secrets of a person who is evilly-disposed toward his fellows are
not safe around a Scientologist."
A scary report is that of a midwesterner, whose son owed a
New York Scientologist $350 for "processing" at $22 an hour,
complained that the treatment was worthless and wouldn't
pay. He received a 2-page letter on the letterhead of the Found
ing Church of Scientology with the written signature of Rev.
Andrew Bagley, Organization Secretary. The letter, as quoted
In the "Saturday Evening Post," states:
"If you want to start a donnybrook, buddy, wail away. To
use the argot of the streets, I'll just start my people to work
on you, and then before long you will be broke and out of a
job, and broken in health. Then I can have my nasty little
chuckle about you . . . You won't take long to finish off. I
would estimate three weeks. Remember: I am not a mealymouthed, psalm-chanting preacher. I am a Minister of the
Church of Scientology. I am able to heal the sick and 1 do. But
I have other abilities, which include a knowledge of men's
minds that I will use to crush you to your knees."
EDITORS NOTE: Portions of this article were originally printed
in the Crafton Hills Co) lege newspaper the Dustdoud.
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Student Union

By Jeanne Houck
This fall, students will have a place of their own
for club meetings, eating, drinking, dancing, and
relaxing with friends. The new Student Union will
be opening probably by mid-October, according
to Mr. James Urata, Building Coordinator, and
will provide an opportunity for students to see and
enjoy the results of their student union fees.
The idea of accessibility runs throughout com
ments by Mr. Richard Bennecke, Activities Ad
visor and soon to be Student Union Coordinator.
"The Student Union is located to the right of the
walkway leading from the front parking lot
the
library. This." he explained, "is to invite students
to stop there first."
"This is the students' building." Bennecke con
tinued. "We want to give it a different image from
the other buildings on campus. It will have a turnof-the century decor, with comfortable livlpgroom type furniture. Very open and relaxed."
The Student Union houses many rooms First,
there is a reception area with an Information
Counter. Tickets for campus events will be sold
here. To the right is a lounge with a fireplace. In
the north end of the building a large multi-purpose
room, seating about 350 people, will be the scene
of future movies, dances, and lectures.
The A.S.B. has a small reception area and
three offices just down the hall from the PawPiint
office. Student photographers will be able to
develop their film in the adjoining darkroom.
A snack bar witK booths seating 40 will contain
the ever faithful vending machines, and there is

talk of selling submarine sandwiches at noon.
A "noisy" game room will have't\0o billiard
tables, ping-pong tables, and 12-14 electronic pinball machines. For those who prefer a more
peaceful atmosphere, a "quiet" games area will
offer a place to play games such as checkers and
chess. This room will also serve as a "pub" selling
beer on special occasions with a day-to-day
license. l.D.s will be checked.
There are three meeting rooms, one the A.S.B.
Senate will use for meetings. An organizational
gang office will file papers for campus clubs and
provide a work-room for poster making.
Bennecke and his secretary will have offices in
the Student Union. Bennecke will execute the
day-to-day policies set by the Student Union's
Board of Directors. The Board of Directors evolved
from the Student Union planning board, and con
sists of the college president, an administrative
representative, two faculty members,, two
representatives of alumni organizations, the presi
dent of A.S.B., the vice-president of A.S.B., and
three students.
To reserve a room in the Student Union, clubs
should contact the Activities Office. Assignments
will be on a first come-first serve basis, with first
priority going to students, second to faculty/staff,
third to alumni/auxiliary associations, and fourth
to the general public.
Tenlative hours during the tall quarter for the
Student Union will be Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to
10:30 p.m., Saturday 12 a.m. to 11 ro 12 p.m.,
and closed Sunday. " i'hese hours are temporary

and subject to change with the needs of the
students," reports Bennecke. "The big question is
how much the night students use it. That affects
the hours."
The idea of a Student Union is not a new one.
Because the building is paid for with student fees,
the students had to agree to tax themselves. The
Student Union issue failed twice before it was ap
proved by the necessary two-thirds of the students
who voted.
The students of CSCSB have amassed over
$200,000 since 1971, and the college sold a bond
for over $600,000 to the Bank of America to pay
for the $900,000 building. "The Bank of America
typically gets these kinds of bonds," explained
Bennecke. "They are so big and have so much
money, they can afford to charge us a low interest
rate (maximum 7%j as a public relations gesture.
The State of California gave CSCSB the land the
Student Union is built on, and student union fees
collected in the future will pay off the bond and
tlie interest."
Of course, nothing is perfect, and the Student
Union is no exception. Already the building has its
problems. A wooden weight-supporting beam in
the multi-purpose room obstructs the movie pro
jector's image. An elaborate system of mirrors has
l>een suggested, and Bennecke thinks a special
lens might be found, but right now neither sugges
tion is affordable, even if they are fOund to be
feasible. So for awhile, movies will have to be
shown using only two-thirds of the room.There are quite a few aacked beams, and some

weight-supporting beams had to have cement
fillers between them and the ceiling. Some other
problems are: the twisted metal ring around the
fireplace; the reception area counter has places
that have not been laminated like the rest of it;
and the carpet already has stains. Because of a
tight budget, there is no walkway connecting the
Student Union to the rest of the campus.
Who's to blame? "Everybody shares the
blame," says Bennecke emphatically. "The ar
chitect should have forseen the movie projector
problem in the multi-purpose room. The workers
should have waited until they were finished with .
everything else before they installed the carpet
... but the Vice President for Administration is
over-looking the progress, and we won't accept
the building (from contractor Pokrajac, who also
built the Creative Arts building), until things like
the laminating is finished, the fireplace grill is
straightened out, and the carpet is cleaned. The
State of California will send out an inspector to ex
amine the Student Union building and make sure
it is safe, since they are ultimately liable for it." .
Bennecke considers CSCSB fortunate, "We
were lucky to get the Student Union now. The
bond market is dropping, and the Bank of
America was our only bidder. Things looked like
they would only get worse, so we were in a do-ordie situation. I think we've done well on such a
restricted budget. And it's amazing how this Stu
dent Union has captured the imagination of the
campus. People from all over ask me how it's
coming along. Everybody's excited!"

Check into Bank of America.
Our College Plah
is made for students.
Lets begin at the beginning.
The first thing every student needs is a no-nonsense checking
account. And in that category, our College Plan"" Checking Account
is pretty tough to beat.
For just $1 a month for the nine-month school year, you get
unlimited checkwriting, with no minimum balance required. There's
no service charge at all for June, July, August, or for any month you
maintain at least a $300 minimum balance. You get our
Timesaver"® Statement every month. And your account stays open
through the summer, even with a zero balance, saving you the
trouble of having to close it at the end of the school year, and re
open it in the fall. Complimentary personalized regular checks are
available, or premium checks may be purchased.
BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA. MEMBER FDIC

To shed a little more light ori the subject, all our branches
also offer an array of free Consumer Information Reports. Includ
ing "A Guide to Checks and Checking'which explains what you
need to know about cashing and depositing checks, holds and stop>payment procedures*.
Now, that's not all the bank you'll ever need. And it's certainly
not all the bank we offer. But it does make for a good start.
We also offer a wide variety of other banking services you
might find useful, both in school and after. So why not check in with
us. You may never have to check anywhere else.
Depend on us. More California college students do* BANK OF AMERICA
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AdPdissions
The Admissions Office is located in the Student
Services office, room 180, and is open from 8:00 to
5:00. The office processes applications for admis
sion to the college, registers students in classes,
maintains all student academic records, clears
students for graduation, and operates the rela
tions with the schools program.
Admissions also handles all services connected
with Application to the College and all requests
for information regarding records for work com
pleted at this college.
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The Financial Aid office assists students with
all scholarships, including Federal Insured Loans
(Bank Loans). The office also aides students with
Emergency Loans, such as book loans. They also
handle EOF Grants, Basic Grants, and National
Direct Student Loans. Their services deal directly
with student problems, and is located in the Stu
dent Services office, room-120 and is open from
8:00 to 5:00.

Housing
The Housing office deals with finding housing
for students, either on or off campus. The staff of
housing has a list of off-campus housing for
students, faculty and staff. The Housing office is
located in the Student Services building, room 143
and is open from 8:00 to 5:00, Monday through Fri
day.

Veterans
The Veterans Affairs office offers counseling
and advice with no appointment necessary.
Veterans can come to this office for information
on benefits and fees, and may aiso receive a
newsletter with updates on benefits and general
information. Those interested should contact Tim
Tucker in the Student Services building, room 144,
Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:30.

Jobs
The Placement Office, located in the Student
Services buiiding room 122, helps graduates find
career positions in their chosen field. Career advicement is also available to those uncertain of
their professional direction.
All students can seek the placement office for
part-time jobs, and advice on writing resumes,
aiong with how to utilize the career resource
library and placement manual. Office hours are
from 8:00 to 5:00, Monday through Friday and is
open to all registered students and alumni up to
one year after graduation.

Petitions
Located in room 196 of the Administration
building, the Academic Planning office oversees
the development and delivery of the college's
regular program. This includes allocation of facul
ty positions; review of all curricular changes;
preparation of class schedules, the College
Bulletin and the Graduate Bulletin.
This office also coordinates the academic advicement system; consideration of student peti
tions for waiver of College regulations; and super
vision of the Evening Services office.

Academic Planning handles 'Student grevlences, acts on special requests such as an
overload of courses in a case where the students
GPA is below 3.0. In addition to student services
described above, the Office of Academic Planning
provides information about academic programs to
prospective students and to the general public.
Office hours are from 8 to 5 Monday through Fri
day.

Head Trips
Located in room 227 of the Physical Science
building, the Counseling Center can provide
psychological help to students. They aiso provide
career guidance and opportunities, vocational
guidance, and act as a referral system.
They also give aptitude tests, and are a college
testing center. Graduate record exams are also
available at the Counseling Center. They are open
from 8-5 and evenings by appointment.

A-V Equipment
Personnel of the Audio Visual Center are on call
to assist the faculty, staff and students in selec
tion, construction and utilization of audio-visual
materials and equipment.
Preview rooms are also available for use in view
ing and/or listening to films, audio tapes, video
tapes and even producing an A-V program for in
structional purposes. They will assist In selection,
construction and utilization of A-V materials and
equipment. Students are also welcome to
checkout equipment, with a validatco ID and a
note from a professor, the following: Cameras;
8mm Movie Projectors; Screens, portable and
mini; Slide Projectors; and tape recorders, reel to
reel and cassette. Their services are available to
faculty, staff and students — they may bring their
families to the preview rooms if they wish. It is
located in the basement of the Library in room 87,
and are open Monday through Friday, 8-5:00 p.m.

Staff Jabs
The personnel office deals only with staff ap
plications and is separate from the Placement Of
fice. It is located in the Student Services building,
room 151. Office hours are from 8:00 to 5:00, with
job applications accepted from 10:00 to 2:00 Mon
day through Friday.

E.O.P,
The EOP office provides access and academic
support for students with promising academic
qualities but for socio-economic reasons might
not other wise pursue a college education.
EOP provides service such as a workshop to im
prove reading, writing and study skills. Academic
advising, tutoring, financial aid, and counseling
are also available. The EOP office is located in the
Student Services building, room 174, with office
hours from 8:00 to 4:30 Monday through Friday.

Disabled
The Disabled Student Services office aides In
dividual students in eliminating barriers to their
college education with a variety of services, such
as assistance in hiring attendants, readers, and
tutors. They also deaf with the State Department
of Rehabilitation, welfare and social security of
fices. Ordering textbooks on tape, braille, and
large print; assistance in registration; campus
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orientation and general counseling are also
available.
Disabled Student Services is located in the Stu
dent Services building, room 143, and is open from
8:(>0 to 5:00, Monday through Friday.

Taurs
The College Relations office is located in the
Administration building, room 151, and is the of
ficial visitors center for the campus. They provjde
tours, information packets, speakers, student tour
guides, act as a college directory and they put out
a weekly bulletin and calendar. Office hours are
from 8:00 to 5:00 Monday through Friday.

Children
Infant and child care, from 2 months to 12 years,
is offered at the College Dale Baptist Church
under the program of Child Care, offered by the
College. The program is set up by State Child
Development, and the cost depends upon the
family income and size, and offers 2 snacks and a
hot lunch.
if anyone is interested, they can contact Sheri
Ru Henberg, at the College Dale Baptist Church at
887-3265. Their services are open to anyone, but
students have first priority.

Cashier
Bursar's Office, located in the Administration
building room 111, maintains control of the finan
cial operations of the college. This office also
operates registration, parking decals, recreational
permits, student payroll, distribute financial aid
checks and also handles the fees and for applica
tions and dorms.

Extensian
Many of the College's regular courses offered
each quarter are open to non-matriculated
students. Under this program. Extension students
who meet the prerequisites may enroll in regular
on-campus courses. Up to 36 units of extension
credits by Extension and 13 units of graduate
credits may be similarly applied if a student is ad
mitted to an appropriate program.
The Extension office, located in the Student
Services building room 124, can give you more
specific information. The office will be open.from
8:00 to 5:00, Monday through Friday. The office is
open for both students and staff.

Baaks
The Bookstore is located in the Fine Arts
building, right across from the Administration.
The Bookstore can cash checks and accomodate
special orders. They sell school supplies, college
souvenirs and books.
The Bookstore will be open October 3-6 from
9:00 to 8:15 p.m. and Oct. 7-27 frorp 9:00 to 4:45 ex
cept Tuesday and Wednesday when they are open
from 9-8. All other days they will be open from
9-4:45 except Tuesday and Wednesday when they
will be open from 9:00 to 6:00.

Activities
open only to students, the Activities Office aides
the ASB with all activities and also helps those in
terested in forming a new club.
The Activities Office assists clubs on campus
to find room for their use, advice on how to run
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veclub, and does the paper work and
ns for clubs and students. The office
room 143 in the Student Services

^rs
late Program reviews graduate
cesses graduate petitions, advise
sted in special M.A., and advise
twdents. Located in room 196 of the
^ building, the Graduate Program
) Graduate Bulletin which lists grad
requirements and programs. Their
18-5, Monday through Friday.

e

IS Police deal mainly with taw enthe college Ceunpus, and are open 24

hours a day. They can aid you with jumper cables,
locked keys in cars, and also function as the lost
and found.
The campus Police assist anyone that is on the
campus including students, faculty, staff and the
general public.
The Police are located in the back of the
Biological Sciences building for your assistance.

Tutoring
The Learning Center offers free one-to-one
tutoring by students and graduate students in just
about all academic subjects. The center has an in
formal atmosphere and appointments are not
necessary.
The center has A-V equipment, films, and an in
formation center. Located in the Library, room 27,
it is open to students, community, faculty and
grads. They are open from 6:30 to 8:30, Monday
through Friday.
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CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE, SAN BERNARDINO
Motor Vehicle Parking and Traffic Regulations
Authority: Calif. Vehicle Code Section 2113 (a) (b) (c)
GENERAL
College motor vehicle regulations apply to all faculty, staff,
students and visitors operating or parking a vehicle on the
campus.
Persons who violate these regulations may receive a
Municipal Court citation and/or be subject to College
disciplinary action. Continuous violations may result in
towaway, CVC 22652a.
Parking of motor vehicles and bicycles on State College
property is done at the risk of the owner. Neither the State
nor the College can assume any liability for damage or theft
of vehicle or contents thereof.
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
Provisions of the California Vehicle Code apply at all times.
Pedestrians have the right-of-way at all times.
PARKING REGULATIONS
Motor vehicles may be parked only in designated parking
areas and spaces.
With the following exceptions, all vehicles must display a
valid parking decal/coin permit:
a.
Visitors parking in designated visitor's area.
b. Persons parking in gate controlled lots.
Only visitors may park in spaces marked "Visitors."
'Only vehicles with valid medical parking authorization may
park in designated medical parking spaces.
Vehicles may not be backed into stalls.
Vehicles must be parked in a manner that does not obstruct
the driving lanes.
Vehicles may not be driven or parked on planted or land
scaped areas.
Vehicles may not occupy more than one parking space.
Two wheel motor vehicles must park only in spaces marked
"Motorcycles." Four wheel vehicles may not park in spaces
marked "Motorcycles." Motorcycles are prohibited in gate
controlled lots.
Vehicles may be parked in loading area adjacent to
buildings for a maximum of 20 minutes while loading or
unloading materials.
Vehicle may not park by trash bins.
Vehicles abandoned on State College property for over 72
hours without prior College Police authorization may be
removed at owner's expense. CVC 22702.
Vehicles illegally parted may be removed at owner's ex
pense. CVC 22651.

Contractors' employees shall be required to park in assign
ed areas. Students, faculty and staff shall not park in areas
. assigned to contractors' employees.
Bicycles must be parked In. bicycle racks provided near
buildings. Illegally parked bicycles may be cited and/or
removed by College Police.
PROHIBITED AREAS
Unauthorized vehicles are not permitted to drive or park on
dirt roads, paths or other undeveloped areas of the campus.
DECAL REGULATIONS
Parking decals must be attached to the rear bumper, top left
side, or taped to rear window, bottom left side, by the
following dates:
'• a. Students—First day of classes each quarter.
b.
Faculty—First day of classes Fall quarter.
c.
Faculty (Summer Session)—First day of classes
Summer Session.
d. Staff—First day of July each year.
e.
New employees—Sixth day of employment.
f.
Those persons using coin lots must purchase a
permit dally, placing permit with number fully
visible on dashboard of vehicle. These permits
may be used IrTotherlots on campus for day of
purchase only.
\ g.
Motorcycles must also display a valid parking
decal placed on forks, fenders, or other visible
place on vehicle. Coin Jot permits must be visible
displayed by attaching to seat, handlebars or
other area.
A temporary permit, good for 3 days, may be obtained from
the College Police for use on a borrowed car while the
user's regular car is being repaired. An applicant must be a
holder of a current decal. Temporary permits must be
displayed on the dashboard of the car being used.
Individuals who have more than one vehicle may purchase
additional decals from the Bursar for $2.00 each per term,
after presentation of the receipt of purchase of the first
decal and the Registration Certificate from each vehicle has
been presented to the College Police and authorization
given. After the start of the regular quarter session, first
time decals may be purchased through the Bursar. Night
students may contact the Evening Service Center for decal
purchase.
If a vehicle to which a current decal is affixed is sold, a new
decal for the replacement vehicle may be secured from the
Bursar at no fee upon presentation of remains of original
decal to the College Police Office.
If decal is lost a replacement may be purchased at the cost
of $2.00 through the Bursar, after application to the College
Police Office.
Special medical parking permits may be obtained by:
a. Students—First securing authorization from
Director of Student Health.
b. Faculty and Staff—Obtaining authorization from
Dean of Students Office.
c.
Presenting authorization fo Director cf College
Police.
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A.S. Senate. Chaired by the A.S. Vice-

Inside
A.S.B.

When you paid your fees at registra
tion, did you wonder where the money
goes? That $67 is divided up into
several pieces: one of which is control
led by the students through the
Associated Student Body (ASB). This
year, that piece will amount to
$56,000.
The students control this money
through their representatives in the
Associated Student Government.
These representatives are students who
are either elected by their fellow
students, or are appointed by the
elected officers. Their work is divided
along the basic lines of legislative, ex
ecutive, and judicial functions.
The legislative body is known as the

Activities
By Scott Mclntire,
ASB Activities Chairman
The Activities Committee is
preparing a terrific year of Ac
tivities for you students at
CSCSB.
The Friday night rhovies
have been picked for the year.
You will note the listing in this
issue of the PawPrint. There
are movies to please everyone.
In addition to the movies,
the Activities Committee is cur
rently planning the Fall Festival
to take place on or about Oc
tober 13. Watch the next issue
for more information. This will
be our second festival and we

president, (Paul Martinez) the Senate is
charged with policy formation. The
senate's membership is composed of
two senators elected from each of the
five classes, (graduate, senior, junior,
sophomore, and freshman) and four
senators elected at large from the stu
dent body. In addition to attending the
regular senate meetings, the members
also serve on various senate commit
tees. The one committee to watch is the
appropriations committee, which
reviews all monetary requests.
The A.S. Executive is the executive
body. Its main functions are to ad
minister policy and oversee the func
tions of the executive committees. In
addition, however, it also has the power
of veto and item veto all legislation
passed by the senate. Chaired by the
A.S. President, (Kevin Gallagher) its
membership includes the A.S. Vice

plan to have a lot of great
things going on during the day;
food, music, performers, art
show and many other forms of
entertainment.
Due to lack of or no atten
dance in the past, there are no
dances planned at the present
time. However, if you students
out there want dances we
welcome your ideas, help, en
thusiasm and will certainly be
willing to accommodate you.
Upon the opening of the
Student Union this fall we hope
to have a number of activities.
To provide you with activities
that are well planned, suc
cessful and fun, again we need
^11 the ideas and help you out
there are willing to contribute.

E A D I E

A N D

President, Secretary, Treasurer, and
Judicial Representative, plus the
presidents of the five classes. Most of
the A.S.B. activities and services are
conducted through the standing ex
ecutive conrmittees.

President, and there is no set committee
membership.
A.S.B. services are coordinated
through the student services committee.
These services include the book co-op,
car referrals, and evening services.

The largest spending committee is the
activities committee. This committee
controls all the concerts, dances,
movies, lectures, and other activities
which are sponsored by the A.S.B Its
chairperson (Scott Mclntire) is ap
pointed by the A.S. President along
with two other at-large members. The
vice-presidents of the five classes com
pose the rest of the committee's
membership. This year, the activities
committee will be working closely with
the student union committee.
Another large spender is the sports
committee. This committee is chained
with coordinating and implementing the
intra-mural and recreational programs.
Its chairperson is appointed by the A.S.

Complaints concerning infractions of
A.S. Law, policy or procedures are
reviewed by the Judicial Board. It con
sists of five justices appointed by the ex
ecutive cabinet and confirmed by the
senate.
Other A.S.B. organizations Include:
the Inter Organizational Council,
(I.O.C.) which coordinates ail active
student organizations and clubs; the
Publications Board, which appoints the
editor of the PawPrint and approves its
budget; the Campus Council, which in
cludes ail student representatives to
student-faculty committees; and the
Student Union Committee, which is
developing policies and procedures per
tinent to the operation of the Union.

The Activities Committee
meeting times will be published
weekly in the PawPrint, and
welcome anyone interested.
If you cannot make our
meetings due to classes please
feel free to contact me at the
ASB Trailer, ext. 7498 or leave
a message with the ASB
secretary, ext. 7494. With your
ideas and help this can be a
great year.

Elections

Petitions available October 5
in Student Services Buildirig at
ihe Activities Office, SS-143.
Petitions to be turned in on Oc
tober 12 to the same office.
Campaigning will begin Oc

P A Y N E

tober 17. Elections will be held
October 26-27 (WednesdayThursday). If a runoff is
necessary it will be held
November 2-3.
Positions
available:
Freshman Class: President.
Vice President. Secretary,
Treausrer. 2 Senators.
Graduate Class: President,
Vice President, Secretary,
Treasurer. 2 Senators. Also up
for election are 4 Senators-atlarge.

Positions
Open
Would you like to have

Total Current Assets

22,122

Players of the Pear Garden
Music department
PublIcation board
Sports committee
Publicity committee
Inter-organizational council
Student services
Freshman orientaticn
Creative arti building
Disablec students ^
Senior class barbecue
Learning center
Financial aids
Chi Id care center
Outdoor leisure
Physical education and recreation
Contingency
U allocated fees

FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT - At Cost
Office furniture and equipment (Note 3)

21.662

EXCESS OF EXPENDITURES OVER REVFMU^

CERTtFlEO PU8UC ACCOUNTANTS
330 NORTH 'O STREET
P O BOX 1 199
SAN 8ERNAROINO. CALIFORNIA

92402

ASSOCIATED STUDENT BODY OF THE CALIFORNIA
STATE COLLEGE. SAN BERMAROtNQ
STATEMENT "OF FINANCIAL COXDITIOW
JUNE 30. 1977
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash - On hand and In commercial accounts
- Savings account
Receivables

$1,485
18,140
2.497

$43,784

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade accounts
,
Payroll taxes payable
Deferred income - activities fees 1977 summer quarter

$3,717
12

2,000
2,000

12,824
7,147
1,813
4,000
550
2,061

500
330
1,500
250
2,750
3,251
1,624
350
30
1.835

6,423

FUND BALANCE - Exhibit "C"

ALLOCATION OF FUND BAIAWrFS
Restricted
Furniture and equipment
Pawpri nt
InteK-organizational council
Reserve for deferred accounts
Reserve for deferred accounts
Veterans' loans
Activities
Freshman orientation
Summer activities
Ski rental
Sports corimi ttee
Outdoor leisure
Disabled students
Early childhood Association

$43,784
BUDGET

ACTUAL

VARIANf-

$74,975
6,976
861

$74,909
8,136
1.271

(1,11
(4 .

82.812

84.316

(1.504)

8,173
15,230
500
19,827
1,500
1,070
250
3,566

8,169
13,784
427
17,546
1,500
533
249
3,429

4
1.446
73
2,281

753

641.

112

$«

537
1
137

($12,872)

1,982
1,990
12,079
6,994
1,631
2,738
482
1,514
2)8
1,209
245
2,750
3,251
1,460
350

t

Total Restricted
Nonrestricted
Total Fund Balances

18
10
745
153
182
1,262
68
547
500
112
291
5
164
30
1.835

85.171
($855)

10.513
$12,017
$32,714

$1,431
36
980
3.081

5,528

855
26

FUND BALANCES. JUNE 30. 1977

37,^361

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

95.684

Less: Excess of expenditures over revenues
Prior year accounts receivable - written off

2.694

Total Current Liabilities

EXPENDITURES
Associated Student Government - personnel
Associated Student Government - operating
Election committee
Activities committee
Veterans emergency loans
Summer activities
Associated students' clubs
Educational opportunity program
'
California State Universities and Colleges
Presidents Association

So, if you want to make your
wishes known, contact the Ac
tivities Office (SS-143), or the
A.S.B. Office (trailers) for ap
plications and information.

FUND BALANCES. JULY 1. 1976
Add: Increase reserve for deferred accounts
receivable - Pawprlnt
Increase reserve for deferred accounts receivable - ASB
Prior year adjustments
Net additions to furniture and equipment

LIABILiTiES AND FUND BALANCE

Total Revenue

The position of A.S.B.
Secretary is also open. The
secretary is a voting member of
the A.S.B. Executive Cabinet.

Total Expenditures

TOTAL ASSETS

REVENUE
Student fees
Student activities
Interest

something to say about how
your A.S.B. fees are spent? If
.o, here's a golden opportunity
for you. The ASB is looking foi
students to serve on the follow
ing committees: A.S. Activities
Committee. A.S. Sports Com
mittee. A.S. Student Services
Committee, and the A.S.
Publications Board.

$37,361

$21,662
152
18

63
1,431
336
343

6
1.123
338
169
48
22)
65
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Art Show
By Barry Dial
The CSCSB Art Department will be presenting their annual
Faculty Art Show in the art gallery of the Fine Arts Building.
Wednesday. October 5. This will be the first show of the season,
and will feature the current works by members of the art depart
ment faculty.
The exhibit titled New Efforts, will open with a reception
Wednesday night at 7:00 p.m. Included is work by Leo Doyle.
Joe Moran, Don Woodford, Jan Mrozinski, Poppy Solomon.
Rodger Lintault. Robert Norton, Michael King, Julius Kaplan.
Bruce Wallin, Mary Mayuga, Laurie Delarosa Griffith, Bill
Warehall, and Ted Moews.
Items of wood, blown glass, painting, ceramics, printmaking.
and sculpture will be featured. The show will be installed by the
gallery Squad composed of selected student volunteers.

Security^^
System
In an effort to* improve its
level of service iind to make
sure that library materials are
available to patrons when they
need them, the Library has in
stalled an electronic book
security system.

Faculty At Play

Chuck Hoffman plays musical

By Sydneye Moser-James
When the Associated Student Body plans their "High Tea" for
the Student Union opening, they could do worse than to model it
after the President's annual reception for faculty and staff held Fri
day evening in the Commons. Dr. Pfau and his wife Antreen
were gracious hosts to the hasty graduates of Sociology 719
(Emily Post for Faculty).
Except for the faint odor of moth balls emmanating from a few
professors who haven't been seen in a suit and tie since last
September, the reception was a pleasant affair, and as intimate as
can be expected with a crowd of four hundred people. Most of the.
hors d'oeuvres were excellent and those that weren't initially, im
proved immensely after the fourth cup of punch.

The highlight of the evening was a game of musical name tags,
allegedly initiated by a senior member of the counseling staff. It
was rumored that the elusive Electra Persons, wife of Dr. James
Persons, made a guest'appearance to sport her new fur coat, then
mysteriously disappeared, unidentified, while the name tags were
being switched.
Probably the liveliest part of the reception was the dress of the
participants. If our faculty displayed as many bosoms and con
tinental fitting trousers in the classrooms as at the reception, stu
dent absenteeism would decline by at least 30% and the concept
of a liberal education would assume a much more progressive
dimension.

tags.

H E W iWarinr offiter program

The electronic system will
normally allow free movement
through the exit gates.
However, if the system is ac
tivated when the patron walks
through the exit area, then a
chime will sound and the exit
gate will lock. When this oc
curs, the patron will be asked to
return to the Circulation Desk
to be cleared and to determine
why the system was activated.
In most cases, the book
security system will make brief
case and parcel inspection un
necessary. Manual searches
may stilt be necessary from
time to time, however.
The Library sincerely regrets
the necessity for either an elec
tronic or a manual book securi
ty system. Over the years, the
CSCSB Library has experienced
a low rate of theft and mutila
tion of library materials as com
pared to other academic
libraries. However, even a
relatively low toss rate results in
inconvenience to patrons when
the material they need turns
out to be missing, and the ex
penditure of funds which could
otherwise have been used' on
new materials for replacements
(the average price of a new
book is now in excess of
$15.00).

•» GUARANTEED AVIATION
•• FREE FLYING LESSONS
•• FW ROTC TRAINING
•• NO OBLIGATION (DROP-OUT OPTION)
•• $L000 PAY FOR SIX WEEK LEADERSHIP CLASS
•• $100 A MONTH WHILE IN COLLEGE
•• $911 - 1:,511 STARTING SALARY
SEE CAPTAIN ED SMITH ON CAMPUS
CAPTAIN SMITH WILL BE IN THE COMMONS ON;. " •
12 OCTOBER FROM 10AM to 2pm.

Monte

Cooper

INSURANCE SERVICE
College Student
INSURANCE
Auto Insurance
Discounted Rates
for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Riverside Office
5902 Magnolia Avenue

FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL (711) 836-2161 COLLECT

Phoiie (71A) ^83-3322
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Medalist
John Williams
By Sydneye Moser-James

.V

National recognition as a professional athlete isn't a shabby accomplishment,
especially when it's backed by a nice shiny, gold Olympic metal. Neither is a pro
motional contract with a major manufacturer of sporting equipment. Twenty-four
year old archery, medalist and Cal State senior, John Williams, {major: Business
Administration) can claim these achievements.
Williams" parents were archery buffs and his mother held the Pennsylvania State
Women's Championship for two years. He began shooting at about age nine and
was initially attracted as much be the travel opportunities as by the sport itself. By
winning local tournaments as a youngster he became eligible to compete in more
and more distant cities and states and soon had traveled through most of the United
States.
Partlciparls in duiateur archery competitions are classified by age groups. By age
15. Wil.idms skills had so far exceded those of other participants in his age category
he was permitted to begin competing against men. This increased pressure would
have intimidated many young athletes, but for Williams, it became an important
training opportunity.
"Psychologically, I had gotten to a point where 1 was shooting extremely well in
practice, but in a tournament. 1 was only shooting well enough to win. I wasn't
shooting my best. So together, my dad and 1 made the decision for me to shoot
against the men. That way, 1 would have to shoot my best all of the time to even
come close to winning." The practice paid off and that same year, he placed se
cond in the World Championship events at Valley Forge, Pa.
None of his peers and classmates made much of a fuss about his wins that year.
But in 1971 after placing first in the World Championships, this time held in York,
England, his hometown of Kranesville. Pennsylvania, "... just sort of went
berserk." In 1972. he made the Olympic team and the one hundred and twentyfive or so people of Kranesville raised the money necessary for his family to accom
pany hirn to Munich.
1972 was the year of the Arab incident at the Munich Olympics leading to the
assasination of several of the athletes. Recounting the incident Williams explained
the feelings of the athletes. "... the incident came as quite a shock to all of us. For
a while, none of us knew what was going on. All of the news was in German and
very few of the athletes spoke or read fluent German. While the officials were hav
ing their meetings, the athletes got together in one of the halls for their own
meeting. The general concensus was that If they canceled the games because of the
political bullshit, we (the athletes) were going to do everything we could to level the
village."
<4
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we were going to level the village."

Continuing, he explained these drastic plans. "We had all just had enough of the
politics. This was a perfect example of a political situation interfering with the spirit
of the games themselves, to promote world peace and athletic competition, not
world politics . . . There has been a lot of talk about taking the games back to
Greece permanently. They could build one extremely good facility to use every
four years. It should be declared as politically neutral ground . . . and try like hell to
keep the politics out of it."
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What effect did the Arab incident have on Williams as far as his own Olympic
performance was concerned? In spite of the emotional state of most of the contestants, and the delays caused by postponements, Williams nonetheless went on
to claim his gold medal.
"The archery events were scheduled to begin the fourth day before the end of the
games and the Arab incident occured the fifth day before the end. We hadn't even
started yet. We were to get one official practice day on the tournament field that
evening when the incident occured. The games were postponed by a day and the
facilities were all closed so we couldn't get out to practice.
'"I had been shooting extremely well as soon as I got to Germany and had continued to shoot well for about five days. Then I started down into a slump and was.
just coming out of it when the incident occured. The delay must have made me
even better because before that 1 had been notorious-for my slow starts. They have
a top ten leader board and usually 1 wouldn't be on the leader board for the first
whole distance, sometimes for the first two distances. But there in Munich, when 1
shot my first six arrows, 1 was in first place and stayed there the rest of the time."
Comparing archery to other sports, Williams believes selective'skills are more important than brute strength. "The key to shooting well in archery is muscular control," Williams explained. While some athletes go through almost rital-like pro
cedures to get their heads, their attitudes set for winning, Williams feels his winning
attitude is something that has "... always just been there." "1 concentrate a lot. 1
think 1 am pretty self-centered and keep to myself and let everything else go on
around me. 1 think about each individual arrow, one at a time."

we have to *peak' 288 times"
"Peaking" is a concept familiar to most athletes. With the archer however, peak
ing" is just a little different. "The runner, all be has to do is just put one foot in front
f--' of the other, all around the track," Williams explained. "Archery is so repetitive,
' • you shoot one arrow, and you've got two more to go. A runner trains for four years
to "peak" at a certain time, and he only has to hold that "peak for, usually less
than an hour. He "peaks" one time and holds that "peak." We (archers) have to
"peak•' 288 times over four days. In the Olympic archery events, we shoot a total of
. 288 arrows and each one is a separate, individual effort."
After his day on campus, Williams spends as much time as possible coaching.
One of his trainees brought a gold medal back from the 1976 Olympics. Persons in
terested in engaging Williams as a coach can contact him through the Colton Ar
chery Range in Highgrove.
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intramurals
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By Jim Given

Summer ExtraMurals

V

This summer Cal State sponsored its first and
last extramural softbal! team which played in the
San Bernardino City Co-ed Slowpitch League.
This was the first and last year because of some
ruling by the heads of the Cal State College
system. They ruled that any athletic competition
between schools, not on a one day or tournament
basis, is considered intercollegiate competition.
This ruling, which puts co-ed slow pitch softballin the same category as. USC football, USC
basketball or Arizona State basketball, requires
that any team competing under these cir
cumstances have some "outrageous' amount of
insurance. Because of this our team, consisting of
poor people, are duly forced to drop the sport.
Maty Ann Ainsworth, the team's catcher, was
one of the team's leading hitters. She batted clean
up. and knocked in such notables as third
basepcrson Orville Lint, shortshop Dan
"Twinklctoes" Ochoa and second baseperson,
Linda Scott. This team was barely beat out of a
play-off spot. They performed with reckless aban
don and made an excellent showing.

College Playday
The playday was enjoyed by all, especially
those who seemed to be full of spirit(s) before they,
even arrived at Pomona. The sports included softball, innertube wat'erpolo, volleyball and a super
stars competition.
, '
All teams seemed to have had an equal amount
of fun with the volleyball team winning the most
contests. A hundred dollars was donated by
Schlitz to all the intramural departments to do with
as they wished.

Spring Review
Spring 1977 saw a large overall increase in in
tramural participation and an unbelievable 70%
increase in female competition. Now here's a run
down of the results from last spring:
One Day Specials
Schlitz Rayday
On May 7, 1977 Schlitz Malt Liquor sponsored
the 2nd annual College Playday. This type of
event can include any size school, eis attested by
the fact that small schools like Glendale and
Antelope Valley as well as big schools like USC
and UCLA were there. Because this was extramurals and co-ed, no school has any advan
tage over another school just because of a larger
attendance.

Novelty Relay
One of the most unique and amusing events on
this campus is the novelty relay. The event, which
originated on this campus, combines a bicycle,
tricycle, roller skates and wagon in a relay-type
format. In last Spring's contest Field Marshall
Shaffer's fabulous Crestline Cougars edged out
Val's Vixens before a large aowd at the fabled Cal
State Raceway.

Volleyball Triples
SKd ran away with last Spring's co-ed volleyball
triples. Steve Kim, Kay Williams and Joe
Ainsworth, which make up SKJ, ripped through
the much improving volleyball competition on this
campus. With this trend of improvement SKJ will
have a difficult time trying to repeat this outstand
ing I-M feat.

Softball — Friday League
Betty's Boys, longtime reigning champions, fell
to an upstart group of "dormies" in' the race for
Spring quarter's softball crown. Betty's Boys have
been led for years by such Cal State intramural im
mortals as John Nagei, Rich "Private" Price, and
the ancient bookends, Jim and Rich Alio.
The young, upstart Bionic Bailers were led by
Willie "Oh Wow Man" Hamilton. The old man of
the team, Hector "Stretch" Guzman took com
mand early on a long home run and destroyed a
Cal State dynasty by an incredible score of 15-3.

Volleyball action from last year.

Softball Tourney
Joe Long, the Intramural Coordinator here at
Cal State, sent letters to Crafton Hills College.
San Bernardino Valley College, Riverside City
College and Arlington High School, inviting them
to participate in Cal State's Softball Tournament.
Well, only Arlington H.S. showed up! This might
have disappointed most but both schools played
anyway and had a real good ol' time.
The only problem in the game happened when
an Arlington player hit a line shot at Michelle
Houle at 3rd base. The ball was hit so hard that
she couldn't get her glove up in time and it hit her
in the lower arm and broke '.t She. rumor has it. is
recovering on Catalina Island and will be returning
to action this Fall.

Horseshoes
Ben McAllister's "Ringer" in the last round of
competition led'his way to victory. McAllister, se
cond most of the way to Chris Grenfell, pulled off
the spectacular throw on his last shoe. Rumor has
it that he wilt not be at Cal State this year so there
will be an open field for this next Spring's cham
pionship.

Golf
Bill Assiker, Walt Culver and Clark Mayo battled
feverishly to the bitter end in thaU8-hole golf tour
nament. Only on a long putt on the final hole did
-Bill Assiker beat his two close adversaries. Col.
Efram Honeywell (USAF, Ret.) held up the rear
with an amazing score of 141.

Softball —
Monday League
Tokay/Arrowhead, a team composed of dorm
residents, stole the co-ed softball crown from ex
pected winners, Supply and Demand. The Sup
ply and Demand team, featuring Charlie "Hustle"
McKee and other Bionic Bailers, breezed into the
championship game without a serious challenge.
Rudy Couarrubias, Jerry Kertesz and others came
from behind to win the championship in the bot
tom of the half of the last inning.
The big story of this spring's co-ed league was
the surge of women both in numbers and ability.
Women like Mary Venner, Margo Hendrich,
Chris Martinez and others led teams to victory
seemingly, more than the men on the teams. This
is a trend that all hope will continue.

Swim Meet
While not quite the NCAA Swim Champion
ships, last Spring s Cal State swim meet was,
nonetheless, a rousing success. Joe Ott was the
big winner in this year's event,- running away with
the 50 yd. freestyle and 50 yd. breast stroke.
Later that afternoon Chuck Reynolds, meet direc
tor, disqualified Ott saying, "The Cal State swim
meet manual specifically forbids schizophrenics
from competing." Because this year's event was
very well organized, it was well attended, despite
an earlier postponement-
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Intramurals
By Charles McKee
Its time to race to the closet, dig out those old gloves and bats and help your
department win.the First Annual inter-Department Softball ToOrnament. Will those
awesome Economists of supply and demand once again prove too strong for those
other departments? Or will the Bad News Pears of Drama stage an upset? Can Art,
Music, Business field a team to take the tournament.
The tournament is being spohsored by the Economics Club on Campus, and is
set up so that students can get $ better understanding with their professors. Also,
the same ugly faces keep showing up to intramural events, and members of the
Econ. Club would like to see some new ones.
There will be trophies, T-shirts and prizes involved in the tournament, with cer
tificates for every participating department. A special team has been established for
Freshmen and Sophomores with undeclared majors. To play, please contact the
names below. If your department is not listed, get in touch with the heads of your
department and see if a team can be formed. If not, contact Charlie McKce in the
Economics department.
We hope that everyone can come out, relax, take a break from classes and join
in on the fun. It should be a fantastic tournament.
Art Department - Joe Moran 887-7451 / Jan Morziski
Drama Department - Danny Bil'son / Dr. Barns 887-7463
Business Administration - Mary Reisonhoser, Ext. 7711
Economics Department - Charlie McKee 887-7280
Physical Education - Greg Price 887-7560 / Joe Long 887-7564
History Department - John Herrik (contact History Dept. AD 128)
Psychology Department - Dr. F. Newton 887-7260
Political Science - Howard Sulkin 887-7421
English Department - Prof. Margaret Done 887-7485
Music Department - Sign up at Dr. Morefield's
Chemistry-Sciences - Jim Given 887-7564
If other departments are interested in playing, contact Charles McVee in the
Econ. Department.
UNDECIDED freshmen contact: Dennis Mendonca 887-7421
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editorial
While we are not quite sync with standara
astrological calendars, the PawPrint is entering it's
own Aquarian Age, a time of change, growth, and
new awareness. The 1977-78 PawPrint will be, we
hope, a much different and more sophisticated
publication than that of any preceding year.
We believe the campus newspaper must not only
serve the needs and interests of the campus community, but should also reflect the diversity of talent
in our student body, faculty, and staff. We feel
CSCSB is a pretty special place and want this paper
to mirror out own pride of association with this campus.
.
No institution is without problems, and we will be
looking at some of the problems that do exist. Our
approach will, however, be one of inquiry and solution seeking, rather than irresponsible muckraking
for it' s own sake. This year will be one of experimentation and continual striving to attain journalistic
competance while being informative and entertain'"S.
As we improve certain types of coverage and artides and discard those we feel aren't well accepted;
it is quite important to us that each reader realize f.e
or she is the ultimate judge of our success or failure.
We must depend on you to let us know what you
like, and — what you don t like. (Never
underestimate the potential of a letter to the Editor;
you just might wind up as the next Editor!)
Since the PawPrint is the primary source of information about whats happening on campus, priority
at all times, will go to campus events and affairs, (n
addition to regular news coverage, be sure to check
out the In Brief section and the Calendar. Calcndar events will be grouped by category rather than
by date. Most Calendar info comes to us by way of
the Activities Office. If you want an item listed in the
Calendar and have not scheduled through Activities, we must be notified in writing (please type).
no later than Wednesday of the preceding

Reader's Forum will bring you letters to the
Editor. Contributions may be on any subject; those
considered for publication may not exceed two
typewritten pages (double spaced). Priority will be
assigned to those concerned with campus issues and
less than one and half pages in length. All tetters
must^^e signed although we will withhold names on '
request.
Editorials will generally be campus related or concerned with broader issues directly affecting
students. We will be watching the A.S.B. and the
Faculty Senate very closely and expect these two
groups will give us plenty of material. All editorials
will be signed and may be written by any member of
our staff. The opinions expressed will be those of the
writer and may not, necessarily, represent the official
views of the PawPrint, the Associated Student
Body, CSCSB and it's administration, or the Office
of the Chancellor.
One final note; Many college newspapers are the
by-products of "Lab" type endeavors by students
enrolled in a department of journalism. As yet,
CSCSB does not have a journalism department and
only offers one. (occasionally two if the enrollment is
adequate,) journalism classes. While we hope to
work closely with the journalism instructor, the
, PawPrint staff is composed of a bunch of hardwork:ng excited people with minimal, if any, journalism
experience or course work. As such, for better or
worse, we are an independent endeavor. While
combining the best of our energy, talent, naivete,
optimism, and insanity, we are- trying to teach
ourselves how to put a paper together and to have a
good time in the process.
Your ideas, suggestions, and criticisms will be
warmly received, doubly so if you are willing to contribute some personal elbow grease to'help implement your idea. We are looking forward to a great
year. Come and join us!

week

Sydneye Moser-James

day, October 8th.

Women on Wheels presents Lilith,
a women's theatre collective from the
Bay Area Moonlighting. This play ex
plores the problems and victories of
working women. The play will be
presented October 1st and 2nd at 8:00
p.m. at the Continuum Studio, 8970
Ellis (off Robertson), Culver City. The
cost is $3.00. Also, a workshop with
Lilith on theatre improvisation will be

women
By Dorothy Glover
Have you ever wondered what a cgnsciousness raising group is really like?
Here's your chance to find out. A new
CR group is now forming in the Inland
Empire. Sponsored by the N.O.W. (Na
tional Organization for Women) chapter
in San Berneu-dino, this new group is
open to women of all ages. There Is no
fee, and you needn't be a member of
N.O.W. to join. The first meeting will be
held on Sunday, October 2 at 7:00
p.m. at 388 West 20th Street, San Ber
nardino, at the home of Kay Helm. Ac
cording to Ms. Helm, the purpose of the
group will be to discover and discuss
similar situations and experiences that
the participants have had as women,
and the effects of society upon women
today. For more information call Kay
Helm at 883-0480 or Noel Miller in
Redlands at 792-9705.

Mary Lindblom from the local
N.O.W. chapter announced a special
meeting: "ERA: What It Is and What It
Isn't" sponsored by Redlands League of
Women Voters on September 30th at
9:30 a.m. It will be held at the Redlands
VWCA. The Speaker will be Janice
Lautzenhizer of Cal State, San Bernar
dino. If you are one of the many
women who are confused about this
issue, don't miss this meeting.
N.O.W. meetings in this area are held
at the Redlands VWCA, 16 East Olive
Street, Redlands, on the first Thursday .
of every month at 7:30. The Speaker
for October will be Ronnie Croucher of
the Health Systems Agency on October
6th. The local N.O.W. will also be spon
soring a Rummage Sale at the First
Congregational Church on 3041 North
Sierra Way, San Bernardino on Satur

held on October 2 from 1-4 p.m. at the
same location. For reservations and in
formation call 483-0522.
The Woman's Building, located at
1727 North Spring Street, Los Angeles
is a public center for women's culture.
The Women's Building offers
workshops, classes and projects, and is
a place to see performances, art shows,
readings and events of all kinds through
which women's experience, history and
visions can enter the public domain.
Although their location may be a hin
drance to women in the Inland Empire
desiring to visit the Building regularly, it
is certainly worth the effort to attend the
various special events. This month ac
tress Kres Mersky will represent Isadora
Duncan in a one woman theatre piece
written by Ms. Mersky. The play will be
given on Friday, September 30th at

8:00 p.m. For more information con
cerning the Woman's Building call (213)
221r-6161.

According to the September issue of
the N.O.W. newsletter, television pro
ducers do not always differentiate bet
ween viewers who are boobs and
viewers who simply have them. When
you see sexism on your screen, voice
your objections by writing the' local sta
tion, the national network, and the
sponsor. Addresses of the national net
works are: ABC-TV - 1330 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10019
(Frederick S. Pierce, Pres.); CBS-TV 51 West 52nd St., New York, NY
10019 (Robert Wussler, Pres.); NBCTV - RCA Bldg., 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (Herbert
Schlosser, President); PBS-TV - 475
L'Enfant Plaza S.W., Washington, D.C.
20024 (Lawrence K. Grossman,
President).
Send copies of your letters to:
Federal Communications Commission,
1919 M Street N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20024 (Richard E. Wiley,
Chairperson); National Assn. of Broad
casters, 1771 N St., N.W., Washing
ton, D.C. 20036 (Vincent Wasilewski,.
Pres.); and to the California Commis
sion on the Status of Women, 926 J
St., Room 1003, Sacramento, CA.
95814,
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entertainment
The first entry on the Tuesday Library Movie Series will be a
gripping social drama. All The King's Men, starring Broderick
Crawford and Mercedes McCambridge. The film, based on
Robert Penn Warren's Pulitzer Prize winning novel, gives a
fascinating account of dirty politics and the corrupting influence of
power. Depicting the rise and fall of Governor Willie Stark, the
story is actually based on the real-life career of Huey Long.
Reviewed in Newsweek, one reporter commented, "It's hero,
Willie Stark, is not identified with any specific state, but there is no
missing his spiritual home as the screen play traces the small-town
crusader from his early political education through his successive
acts of violence and corruption and. grand paternalistic
benevolence to the assasination that rings down the curtain on a
career that has assumed a disturbing national significance." The
movie industry must have agreed with the critics' endorsements as
the film was awarded three Oscars.
All the King's Men plays at 1:00 o'clock, Tuesday, October
11, in the Library's fourth floor Music Listening Facility. Food and
beverage restrictions are lifted for the performance.
Neil Simon's new play, "Chapter Two," starring Judd Hirsh
and Anita Gillette, will open its world premier engagement at the
Ahmanson Theatre on Friday, October 7. Under the direction of
Herbert Ross, "Chapter Two" will be the first production of the
11th Subscription Season for Center Theatre Group at the
Ahmanson.
Two performances are scheduled for the AMAN Folk Ensemble
in the Music Center's Pavilion on Saturday, Oct. 22, at 2:30 and
8:30 p.m. Leona Wood and Anthony Shay co-direct the 65
dancers, singers and musicians of the troupe, which specialize in a
mid-Europe, Asian, African and American folk repertory.
The Mark Taper Forum will present "Comedians" by British
playwright Trevor Griffiths, playing from November 3 through
December 18. Hailed first in London and then in New York,
"Comedians" will be given its West Coast Premier under the
direction of Edwzu'd Parone.
Prints by photographer Richard Misrach will be on display at the
ARCO Center for Visual Arts from Aug. 29 through Oct. 8.
The Riverside Symphony Orchestra will open its season Oct.
22 at the Riverside Municipal Auditorium, with their annual pops
concert, for which the Citrus Belters barbershop chorus will be the
guest artists.
This years students will have the chance to subscribe to concerts
by he Los Angeles Philharmonic, at 50% less than the regular
subscription rate. For information contact the Season Subscription
Department at 972-7200 ext. 842.

album review

calendar
SERVICES
Book Co-op, Commons Lobby, 9 to 2 and 5 to 6:30, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Oct. 5, 6, & 7
'
CLUBS
Newman Club, Wednesday, Oct. 5, 11:30 to 1, C-219
Christian Life Club, Tuesday, Oct. 11, 12 to 1, C-219
MOVIES
ASB Film: "Mother Jugs and Speed." Friday, Oct. 7, 6 and 8:30 p.m., PS-10
Library Movie Series: "All The Kings Men," Tuesday, Oct. 11, 12 noon, 4th floor
library
ACADEMIC
Evaluation Seminar#l for Secondary Student Teachers, Thursday, Oct. 6 and Friday,
Oct. 7, C-104
National League Nursing Exam. Tuesday, Oct. 11, 8 to 12:30 and 5 to 9:30, C-104
Faculty Senate, Tuesday, Oct. 11, 3 to 5, LC-500(S)
, SPECIAL
Administration Welcome Students Party, Friday, Oct. 7, 4 to 8 p.m., C-104
Escape: Oktoberfest at Big Bear Lake, depart P.E. parking lot at 9 a.m.

Need a commuter from Beaumoi\t. Call 845-3839, ask for Lord.
Sell or trade: 5 ft. refrigerator. $60 or trade for small refrigerator (3 or 4 cu. ft.)
887-2826
NEW! Diamond class rings. Differently designed by a Master Craftsman from R. Johns,
Ltd. — now offered with diamonds at no extra cost. Ask at the Bookstore.

litCOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALER
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest prices. High profits; NO INVEST
MENT REQUIRED. For details contact: FAD'Components. Inc., 65 Passaic Ave., P.O
Box 689, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006. llcne Orlowsky, (201) 227-6884.
The following part-time jobs are listed with the CSCSB Placement Office (SS-122) a
of September 29, 1977. All listings are off-campus and available unless otherwise noted
1.
Custodial Assistant, on-campus, 4:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri. $2.73/hour
2.
Teacher Aide, on-campus, afternoons, Mon.-Fri., $2.73/hour.
3.
Phlebotomist, San Bernardino, days and time to be arranged, $3.49/hour, ex
perience not necessary.
4.
General Office (no typing or shorthand), San Bernardino, all dziy 4 or £
days/week, $3.25/hour.
5.
Recreation Aide, Bloomington, 11:00 a.m.-2:(X) p.m., Mon.-Fri., $3.00/hour.
6.
Custodians, Highland, 15-24 hours/week to be arranged, $2.50/hour.

"Fault Line":
Michael McDonald Steps Out
By Kerry Kugelman

The Doobie Bnothers

Livih OnThe Fault Line

"Livin' on the Fault Line," the Doobie Brothers' latest effort, is a clear-cut depar
ture from their earlier, that is to say, pre-Michael McDorwild sound, and that is due
in large part to McDonald's dominance on this album. The bluesy, R&B-ish in
fluences which were hinted at on "Takin' It to the Streets" are explored in depth on
"Fault Line," as well as being elaborated upon in some numbers with subtle touches
of Latin funk, a la Santana. The only songs on the ablum that sound like the "old"
Doobies were wilten by a couple of Doobie veterans, Pat Simmons and Tiran
Porter, and one of those songs ("Larry the Logger Two-Step") sounds like a lef
tover from "Stampede!"
McDonald, however, handles the songs oh "Fault Line" admirably, lending a
distinctive, though not overpowering touch with his keyboards, as well as expan
ding his vocal range on "You Belong to Me," which he co-wrote with Carly Simon.
Surprisingly enough, though, the first single from "Fault Line is not written by any
Doobie, but is an obscure Marvin Gaye number — "Little Darling" (I Need You) ;
McDonald's version is pleasantly upbeat, as are most of the songs on this album.
The general tone of "Fault Line," however, is found not in the more agressive
numbers (though not agressive by previous standards), but in two McDonaldwritten ballads, "Nothin' But a Heartache" and "There's a Light." Both present a
que sera, sera sort of attitude that is hopeful and inspiring as well.
Pat Simmons' title tune and "Chinatown," though both lacking some punch (the
Memphis Horns would have worked nicely), are the jazziest songs on "Fault Line
with "Chinatown" sounding very much like "Rio," and "Fault Line" coming close to
"Eighth Avenue Shuffle." "Echoes of Love," co-written by Simmons and A!
Green's producer, Willie Mitchell, strikes a pleasing balance between the "old"
Dobble sound and the "New" sound, using both a blues rhythm and the
characteristic Dobbie Brothers backing vocals.
In fact, balance is the word which seems to sum up "Llvin' on the Fault Line" —
balance between old and new, fast and slow, and hard and soft; a balance which
may yet bring about even more innovative tunes from the Doobies.
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veterans
By Tim Tucker

The consolidation of the Veterans'
Representative's
office
with
the
Veterans' Affairs Office is currently
under way. The two offices are being
combined to facilitate a more efficient
system of "buck passing" and to
eliminate unnecessary and fatiguing
travel through the halls of the Student
Services building. The change will he
completed when approval is received
from the VA for telephone installation
charges.
For the first issue of the new school
year, it would seem appropriate to pro
vide an outline of die services offered to
the veterans on campus. In addition to a
secretary and several students working
under the VA work-study program, the
Veterans' Affairs Office consists of the
Veterans' -Representative -on-Campus
(Vet-Rep), the Certifications Clerk, and
the Veterans' Affairs Coordinator.
The Vet Rep is Rick West. He is a
Veterans' Administration employee
assigned to CSCSB acting as a "gobetween" for the veteran students con
cerning benefit payments, entitlements,
regulations, compensation, and pen
sions, etc. Rick is temporarily located in
SS-181. His telephone number is
887-4092.

Joyce Jensen, the Certifications
Clerk, is responsible for maintaining files
on all veterans eligible for educational
benefits. She monitors grade point
averages and academic progress, and
processes paperwork involved in chang
ing unit loads and dependency status,
etc. It is the responsibility of the veteran
to immediately advise the certification
clerk of any change in unit load, degree
objective, or the discontinuance of his
or her education. The certification office
is in SS-101 and the telephone number
is 887-7309.
The Veterans' Affairs Office is a
federally funded operation designed to
provide services to veterans on and off
campus. It is responsible for a variety of
activities such as publishing a quarterly
newsletter, and administering several
programs such as outreach and recruit
ment,
work-study,
and
tutorial"
assistance. In addition, the office pro
vides professional counseling for pro
blems of a personal, educational, or
career nature. The Veterans' Affairs
Coordinator is your writer, Tim Tucker.
The Veterans' Affairs Office exists to
serve the veteran and as such maintains
an open door policy. Appointments can
be made for the convenience of the stu
dent but they are not required. Call or
visit the office anytime during normal
working hdurs. The location is SS-114
and the telephone number is 887-7398.
In addition, administrative services are
provided for veterans attending night
classes. The Evening Services office is
located in LC-226. The r'»lephone
number is 887-7520.

science and health
By David K. Hendricksen,

penetration, and held during
withdrawal. In practice, of course, this is
In its broadest sense, the term birth not always done, and the use effec
control may be considered to have five tiveness of condoms is worse than that
distinct categories; abstinence, con of several other contraceptives
traception, abortion, sterilization, and available.
other. Today in this biweekly column,
Many studies have been done to
we'll begin a series about birth control, establish the Use Effectiveness of the
eventually discussing all five classes.
various contraceptives. The results of
The first topic will be abstinence. such research are usually expressed as
Well, enough about that.
pregnancy rates, sometimes called
Now let's go on to contraception. failure rates, with units of pregnancies
This term implies the use of a physical per 100-women-years. This expression
or chemical device which prevents con is used merely for convenience so that
ception (the union of a sperm and egg) studies Involving any number of women
or implantation (the attachment of a fer for any given time period may be easily
tilized ovum within the uterus). Any compared. We will not be concerned
number of such devices exist. Some with the mechanism for converting raw
may be obtained only after a medical data to pregnancies per 100-womenexamination by a physician, while years. Suffice to say that for a one year
others may be found in such diverse period, the number becomes a simple
places as drugstores, service stations, per cent, as we have the number of
and tavern restrooms.
pregnancies per 100 women.
Each of these will be considered in
Now, what do these pregnancy rates
turn. First, however, we need to expressed as per cents mean? Simply
understand the manner in which the ef this. A rate of 9 per cent, for example,
fectiveness of a contraceptive is express means that in a one year period, 9
ed. Two measures exist, a Theoretical. pregnancies result for every 1(X) women
Effectiveness and a Use Effectiveness. users of the contraceptive under study.
The former is a measure of the potential This does not necessarily mean that 9
effectiveness of the device if used pro different individuals become pregnant
perly with each act of intercourse. The as more than one pregnancy may occur
latter is a quantitative measure obtained for one p>erson in the year.
from studies of people actually u^ng a
Not suprisingly, the use effectiveness
given contraceptive.
rates for a ^ven contraceptive reported
For example, in theory, modem con in the studies vary. Many factors ac
doms are almost fail-sale if they are used count for this including socioeconomic
every time, put on correcdy and before group, age, and education
the

M.D.. Ph.D.

readers ferum
Editor, The PawPrint;
This year we begin a new grading practice. Now professors will be able to specif
grades to a finer degree. Plusses and minuses are supposed to make grading mor
just, but 1 disagree. This new gra'ding policy suggests that grades can be assesed to
higher degree of accuracy than could be expressed previously. What are grad(
and how can they be assessed so accurately?
A grade is supposed to indicate the value a student received from a class relative
to the other students and the grading practices of the professor. This imasses the
logic of a market of scarcity on a commodity which is easily reproducible. It suggest!
that the meaning of a grade is unique to each professor and is not readily compark
ble to others. This definition of grades indicates that the value to be obtained from a
course is well defined and that the techniques for measuring a students attainment
of this value is valid and reliable. This assumption is unacceptable. The grades thati
have received have been measures of my short term memory and my writing abilitj
more often than of my understanding or ability to apply the information.
Grades seem to indicate the quality of knowing as opposed to the quantity. An
"A" indicates (or indicated) having attained all the value from a course that was ex
pected. Lower grades denote a lower quality of knowing, because grades an
measures of quality, they are not additive. An overall grade point average shows t
general quality of knowing and not the amount of information compiled. This h^
the effect of making a small amount of information that might be obtained with tf
"C" in general education course a liability to an "A" student instead of the asset
which it should be. This-situation is compounded by the fact that grades are often
objective quantities with no gradations of understanding at all.
Grades are grading the bane of my existence. It is a service 1 would rather do
without. They rob me of the joy of learning and they will prevent me of getting al
the education that 1 would like. I detest having tests and papers take time from lear
ning. 1 would hope that more times will not be spent in grading exercises so pro
fessors can award the new grades.

Sincerely,
Eric J. Trostler

women studied.
The following table gives in percen
tages per year pregnancy rate extremes
found in the literature between 1961
and 1975:
Combined pill
0.1 to 1.0%
lUD
1.5 to 8.0%
Condom
8.0 to 28%
Diaphragm
8.0 to 33%
Rhythm
14 to 40%
Foam, etc.
15 to 45%
Finally, now ask, what if no con
traceptive method is used? Broad ex

perience has established an average
pregnancy rate of about 80% per year
for couples using no means of con
traception. This number is determined
by including women of all classes, in the
reproductive age range, having normal
fertility, and an average frequency d
marital sexual intercourse (about 100
times per year). Again, this does not
mean that 80 of every 100 women
become pregnant, since several could
have more than one pregnancy in the
year.

"ENOU0H ABOJT UUNPRY
f^lLITIES AND PROXIMITY JO

m

CA

CLASSES - ^VHICH DORAI HAS THE
LOWEST BIRTH RATE ?"

